
 

Employees will maintain a minimum of 6 feet between themselves and patrons at the bar.  Seating will be arranged in a
way that limits contact between patrons and employees.

Taproom Capacity will be limited to roughly 50% of regular business.  Customers will be encouraged not to wait inside
the taproom for available tables and will be asked to maintain a 6 foot distance between them and others while they
wait outside.

We ask that customer avoid sharing tables and waiting areas as not to risk unnecessary contact with one-another.

Bar seating will be temporarily closed to walk up customers and table service will take its place unless customers are
taking beer to go or are seated outside and ordering from our walk up window.

Live entertainment will be postponed until stage 4 and begin with outdoor entertainment as well.

 

 

 

 

STAGE 3 PROTOCOLS
FOR REOPENING

Powderhaus Brewing Company will be employing the following
protocols in order to reopen in the safest, most health-conscious
manner on 5/30/20.

Monitoring employee health by screening employees for fever (temperature over 100.4°F as well as other symptoms of
illness prior to each shift.  We ill  ask employees who show symptoms to self monitor and report the time of onset for
public health officials.
Posting signs on the front door or window that states that any customer, who has a fever or other COVID-19 symptoms,
must refrain from entering
Limiting the number of patrons in the facility at one time
Directing the flow of traffic in the establishment to maximize space between people (e.g. lines marked on the floor)
Using signage and barrier protection to limit movement and maintain distancing
Limiting employee and patron contact by using contactless payment methods when possible
Using observation personnel to make sure distancing and disinfection procedures are followed
Eliminating self-serve snacks and water
Improving ventilation, if possible, by opening windows and doors as well as encouraging patrons to use our outdoor
spaces.

We will CONTINUE to employ rigorous measures to sanitize any and every "High-Touch" area including all surfaces, door
handles and seats that patrons may use.  We will CONTINUE to sanitize any and all reusable drink containers such as
Growlers before we fill them.  We will CONTINUE using our high temp dishwasher to thoroughly clean and sanitize reusable
drink-ware.
 
Our employee illness policy will provide COVID-19 staff training to Include:
 


